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Synopsis

The official Catechism of the Catholic Church, Second Edition clearly spells out the Church’s beliefs on: Love and marriage, Children, God, creation, humanity, life, death, and the afterlife, Mary, the Church, the saints, and the sacraments. And much, much more. Why a "second edition"? Revised to conform completely with the official Latin text promulgated by Pope John Paul II in 1997, the book now also includes an extensive glossary and analytical index to make it even more "user friendly." Unlike the catechism you may have used as a child, the official Catechism of the Catholic Church, Second Edition, doesn't have a question-and-answer format. Designed for lay use, it can be read from cover-to-cover or, with its handy index, used as a resource to find a specific teaching on a specific topic. A "must" for every Catholic household. It’s also the perfect gift for graduation, Confirmation, birthdays, Christmas, and Mother’s or Father’s Day. (And a great addition to your own library to help you learn even more about the Church and be better able to explain its beliefs to others!)
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Customer Reviews

I downloaded the Catechism of the Catholic Church for my Kindle Fire, and I am very disappointed with the Table of Contents. I am a Faith Formation teacher and use the catechism on a daily basis. All references to the catechism found in Faith Formation documents and publications are listed as CCC and the number of the paragraph, i.e., CCC 125, CCC 2675, etc., etc. It is impossible to find references the way the Kindle catechism table of contents is laid out. I recommend that an additional page is added to the table of contents, listing CCC #s (at least every 25 paragraphs) for
example - CCC paragraphs: 25 50 75 100 125 150, up to 2675; and when we want to go to one of those paragraphs, we would just touch the number and the kindle would take us to that paragraph. I came up with my own table of CCC #s and have to place it next to my kindle to make it easier to get to the paragraph I need. If I am asked to go to paragraph 115, I go to the location screen and type the location for paragraph 125, then just page back two or 3 pages to 115. But it would be so much easier to just touch paragraph 125 and page back, without having to look on my table for the location, typing it, and then page back. Is there any way you all at can share this information with whoever can update the Kindle Fire digital Catechism so that customer satisfaction improves? Here is my table.
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